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CLOUD APPLICATION DEVELOPER 
L T P C 

2 0 0 2 

Course Objectives 

 Learners will be familiar with the Cloud Application Developer career path prepares students to 

develop, build, deploy, and test applications using a cloud platform to build Software as a 

Service (SaaS) solutions. This will require cloud application development skills, such as Node.js, 

REST architecture, JSON, Cloud Foundry and DevOps services. The Cloud Application 

Developer will use tools to build, deploy, run and manage applications on a cloud platform 

UNIT I CLOUD APPLICATION FOUNDATIONS       9 Hours 

Introduction to HTML5 and JavaScript Programming - HTML5 overview - Describe what HTML 

does - List the objectives of HTML5 - Describe the document types that are supported in HTML5 - 

Describe the document object model (DOM) tree - Describe some of the differences between HTML4 

and HTML5 - List some HTML document API properties and methods - Describe how scripting is 

enabled in browsers - Describe browser support for HTML5 features - JavaScript programming for 

web applications - Describe JavaScript primitives and objects - Explain how variables are declared 

and used in JavaScript - Describe JavaScript control structures - Describe functions in JavaScript - 

Describe the document object model (DOM) hierarchy - Describe the window and document objects 

- Identify the DOM objects that are commonly used in JavaScript applications for working with 

HTML documents - HTML5 features - List new elements in HTML5 - Describe HTML5 structural 

elements: section, article, header, footer, figure, figcaption - Describe the attributes of the HTML5 

input element: tel, email, datetime, number, range, color. 

UNIT II CLOUD APPLICATION DEVELOPER 9 Hours 

Explain how the course met its learning objectives - Submit an evaluation of the class - Identify other 

Web Application Server Education courses that are related to this course - Access the Web 

Application Server Education website - Locate appropriate resources for further study – CLOUD 

APPLICATION DEVELOPER - Essentials of Cloud Application Development - Introduction to 

cloud computing and IBM Cloud - Define cloud computing - Describe the factors that lead to the 

adoption of cloud computing - Describe the choices that developers have when creating cloud 

applications - Describe infrastructure as a service, platform as a service, and software as a service - 

Getting started with IBM Cloud - Describe IBM Cloud - Describe how Cloud Foundry works with 

IBM Cloud - Identify the runtimes and services that IBM Cloud offers - Describe IBM Cloud - 

Describe what you can build in IBM Cloud - Describe how to create an application in IBM Cloud - 

Describe the IBM Cloud dashboard, catalog, and documentation features - Describe how the 

application route is used to test an application in the browser - Describe how to create services in 

IBM Cloud - Describe how to bind services to an application in IBM Cloud - Describe the 

environmental variables that are used with IBM Cloud services - Describe how to manage your IBM 

Cloud users and resources. 

 

 



UNIT III 
DEVELOPING IBM CLOUD APPLICATIONS ON A 

LOCAL WORKSTATION 
9Hours 

Explain how to manage your IBM Cloud account with the Cloud Foundry CLI and IBM Cloud CLI 

- Describe how to create a Node.js application that runs on IBM Cloud - Describe the features in IBM 

Cloud that help you set up a cooperative workstation environment - Describe the role of Node.js for 

server-side scripting - Describe how to setup and use the IBM Cloud plug-in for Eclipse - Adopt a 

DevOps approach by using IBM Cloud Continuous Delivery - Describe DevOps - Describe the 

capabilities of IBM Cloud Continuous Delivery - Identify the Web IDE features in IBM Cloud 

Continuous Delivery - Describe how to user Git Repos and Issue tracking - Explain the pipeline build 

and deploy process - REST architecture and Watson APIs - Describe the characteristics of REST 

APIs - Explain the advantages of the JSON data format - Provide examples of REST APIs using IBM 

Watson. 

UNIT IV 
INTRODUCTION TO DATA SERVICES IN IBM 

CLOUD 
9 Hours 

Describe the main types of data services in IBM Cloud - Describe the benefits of IBM Cloudant - 

Explain how Cloudant databases and documents are accessed from IBM Cloud  - Describe how to 

use REST APIs to interact with Cloudant database - IBM Cloud mobile backend as a service - 

Describe Mobile Backend as a Service (MBaaS) - Describe the MBaaS architecture - Describe the 

Push Notifications service - Describe the App ID service - Describe the Kinetise service - Describe 

how to create mobile applications by using MobileFirst Services Starter Boilerplate. 

UNIT V 
DEVELOPING CLOUD APPLICATIONS WITH SDK 

FOR NODE.JS 
9 Hours 

Introduction to server-side JavaScript - Explain the origin and purpose of the Node.js JavaScript 

framework - Write a simple web server with Node.js - Import Node.js modules into your script - 

Asynchronous I/O with callback programming - Explain the concept of anonymous callback 

functions - Explain the concept of asynchronous callback functions - Create a callback function 

- Express web application framework - Define a package dependency Create an Express server 

object - Handle inbound HTTP method calls for a server resource - Create a callback function to 

intercept HTTP method calls - Parse JSON data from an HTTP message 

Course Outcomes: 

 Understanding introduction to HTML5 and JavaScript programming  

 Understanding Essentials of Cloud Application Development 

 Understanding about getting started with IBM Cloud 

 Understanding the development of Cloud Applications with SDK for Node.js  

 Understanding the JavaScript programming for web applications 

 Understanding the development of IBM Cloud applications with Eclipse 

Text Books: 

1. IBM Cloud Application Developer Concepts and Configuration Reference © Copyright 

International Business Machines Corporation 1993, 2009. US Government Users 

Restricted Rights – Use, duplication or disclosure restricted by GSA ADP Schedule 

Contract with IBM Corp. 



Reference books: 

1. Cloud Application Developer 2000: Covers SQL PL /SQL Forms 5.0 and Report 

Writer by Sudhakar Bhoite. 

2. A Developer’s Guide to Cloud Systems: Using Oracle by Sarfaraz Fayaz Khan and 

Mohammed Aref Abdul Raheed. 

3. Cloud application for Absolute Beginners: An easy-to-follow introduction to Cloud 

development by David Njoku. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


